“ The goal of INTERACT eCurriculum is to make
INTERACT easier to use through state-of-the-art
online education and training through Medline
University so that nursing home administration and
staff can successfully reduce avoidable hospital
readmissions and improve resident quality of care.”
Joseph G. Ouslander, MD, Creator of INTERACT

GO TO THE HEAD
OF THE CLASS
medlineuniversity.com
INTERACT eCurriculum is exclusively available
on Medline University.
Join the thousands of nurses and other caregivers
who log on to Medline University® every day to learn
and earn continuing education credits on topics such as:
» Continence care
» Skin care
» Pressure ulcer prevention

“ We immediately saw a significant decrease in
rehospitalizations. Within weeks of implementing
INTERACT, our 30-day readmission rate fell from
about 30.5% to 10.6%.”
Casey King, LNHA, Nursing Home Administrator
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“ Medline offered us a state-of-the-art eCurriculum
program so all of our staff could become proficient
and implement the INTERACT tools. A series of
modules helped staff become knowledgeable in
implementing the INTERACT steps, and successfully
reduce unnecessary rehospitalizations.”
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Change Begins Now

Contact your Medline Representative or visit www.medline.com/INTERACT
to learn more about how INTERACT eCurriculum can help you reduce hospital
readmissions and become a more proactive care provider.

Sister Margaret Edward Costello, Director of Clinical Services, The Carmelite System
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INTERACT™ eCurriculum

Online tools to implement the INTERACT Quality Improvement Program

»	11 total modules

REDUCE UNNECESSARY
HOSPITALIZATIONS AND
READMISSIONS
INTERACT® (Interventions to Reduce Acute Care Transfers) quality
improvement program targets three key strategies to reduce potentially
avoidable hospitalizations:

1

2

Preventing
conditions
from becoming
severe enough
to require acute
hospital care

Managing
selected acute
conditions in
the nursing
home

3

Improving advance
care planning for
residents for whom
a palliative or
comfort care plan
is appropriate

INTERACT eCurriculum was developed in partnership with Joseph
G. Ouslander, MD, at Florida Atlantic University. This unique training
program includes evidence-based and expert-recommended
interventions designed for everyday practice in long-term care facilities.
With the INTERACT eCurriculum, your staff will have all the training and
resources needed to implement a proven quality improvement program
shown to reduce hospital readmissions by up to 24%.1

COMPREHENSIVE
ONLINE EDUCATION
INTERACT eCurriculum state-of-the-art online education covers
every aspect of the INTERACT quality improvement program from
the perspective of every role involved, including medical directors,
administrators, physicians, RNs, NPs, PAs, social workers, LPNs,
CNAs, rehabilitation staff, dietary housekeeping and family members.

INTERACT eCurriculum helps
you leverage the following
attributes of the INTERACT
Quality Improvement
Program:

» Quality Improvement Tools
for logging, reviewing
and calculating transfer
rates, and performing
root cause analyses

STAFF
ENGAGEMENT

»	Certificate of
Completion for
each module
staff complete
»	CE credits available

»	Preview the
eCurriculum

CHAMPION AND
CO-CHAMPIONS

»	Access to analytics
and metrics on
staff compliance

medlineuniversity.com

» Advanced Care Planning
Tools to encourage
planning on a regular basis

TM

»	Targeted syllabus for
specific job titles

ECURRICULUM
OVERVIEW

» Decision Support Tools
such as defined care paths
to guide management
during changes in condition

» Communication Tools
to help improve
communication among
your staff and with
hospitals and physicians

PROGRAM
MODULES

»	Basic overview
module plus 10
in-depth modules
with interactive
training on all 37
INTERACT tools

»	To ensure staff have
gained adequate
knowledge from each
module, post-tests
are administered

»	Support throughout the
entire training process
»	Develop a customized
implementation
plan together

TM

DEDICATED SUPPORT

»	Regular check-ins to
address any questions

»	Issued to facilities
that complete all
assigned courses
in the eCurriculum
education
»	Marketing for acute
care partners

FACILITY CERTIFICATE
OF COMPLETION
»	Proof of PIP for

state surveyors
1 MEDLINE

1-800-MEDLINE (633-5463) | medline.com 2
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